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Chimera Tool BlackBerry OS 6, 7, 10, Samsung, Lumia Win7

Activation

Chimera Tool BlackBerry OS 6, 7, 10, Samsung, Lumia Win7 is a software licence activation to service Nokia Lumia

Win7 and Samsung (Android), BlackBerry (OS 6, 7, 10) phones, i.e. allowing for repair IMEI, flash, unlock your phone or read

information. With this activaiton you can service unlimited list of phones within 12 months.

Features for Nokia:

- UNLIMITED quantity of Nokia Lumia unlocking with USB cable for 12 months

- Read the factory NCK of the phone. No more modem patch unlock, this is the best permanent solution (World First)

- Factory reset modem: If you somehow damaged both modem filesystem copies, this will most likely fix the problem. You

can reset NCK counter too by this way

- Flash Qualcomm bootloader, so you can upload custom windows images later, or root the phone

- Flash DLOAD bootloader to a Qualcomm bootloader phone, so you can update it with official Nokia Tools. We also fix the

problem where DLOAD doesn't work, because the keystore has been damaged in qualcomm mode. No need to worry about

that anymore, we guarantee that DLOAD and software update will work properly.

- IMEI repair function can be used if your phone doesn't have the original serial number or if it has been damaged while any

procedure you did before (World First)

Supported Nokia models:

- Lumia 505 (RM-898)

- Lumia 510 (RM-889)

- Lumia 610 (RM-835)

- Lumia 710 (RM-803)

- Lumia 800 (RM-801)

Features for Samsung:

- UNLIMITED quantity of Samsung unlocking with USB cable for 12 months

- We have developed an unique solution that allows you to unlock and repair IMEI of your Samsung device via a single USB

cable. Resistors or any adapters are not needed anymore.

- No manualy root needed

- One click unlock on the most of latest Samsung mobile phone

- Reading out all available informations like software version, unique serial, simlock state, etc.

- IMEI repair function can be used if your phone doesn't have the original serial number or if it has been damaged while any

procedure you did before

Supported Samsung models:

- Galaxy Ace (GT-S5830I)

- Galaxy Ace Duos (GT-S6802)

- Galaxy Fame with NFC (GT-S6810P)

- Galaxy Grand Duos (GT-I9082)

- Galaxy Mega 6.3 LTE (GT-I9205)

- Galaxy Mini 2 (GT-S6500D)

- Galaxy Mini/Pop Plus (GT-S5570I)

- Galaxy Note II (GT-N7100)
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- Galaxy Pocket Neo (GT-S5310)

- Galaxy S2 (GT-I9100)

- Galaxy S3 (GT-I9300)

- Galaxy S3 LTE (GT-I9305)

- Galaxy S4 LTE (GT-I9505)

- Galaxy S Duos (GT-S7562)

- Galaxy Y Duos (GT-S6102)

Features for Blackberry:

- UNLIMITED quantity of Blackberry unlocking with USB cable for 12 months

- It has been a problem since long time till now to upgrade/repair your software problems. It is not a problem anymore to

upgrade your software version even if it's not supported by your carrier.

- Most of the 'red led blinking' phones can be repaired with Chimera tool

- Ability to flash own Module list in 2 method full and minimum

- After connecting your BlackBerry phone to the computer it takes just 2 clicks to install the latest firmware/languages.

- You can add any of the available languages to your phone

- Reading out all the available informations from yout phone like IMEI, Carrier lock, software version, etc.

- You can also unlock your phone by calculating the correct code (MEP based calculation)

- Nuke function for deep formating internal memory and reseting user code if it is not known.

- Blackberry OS10 flashing support ONLY. UNLOCKING is NOT SUPPORTED.

- BlackBerry Direct Unlock (MEP0, worlds first)

- BlackBerry Imei repair (worlds first)

- Other new BlackBerry functions: Lifetimer reset, Refurbish (repair all red blink), LCD reset, Camera reset, Change Vendor

Id, and many more

Supported Blackberry models:

- 8520 Curve (8c000f03)

- 8530 Curve (05000f04)

- 8900 Curve (84001503)

- 9000 Bold (84000e07)

- 9100/9105 Pearl (05000d07)

- 9220 Curve (0e000f03)

- 9300 Curve 3G (04000f07)

- 9315/9320 Curve (05000f07)

- 9330 Curve 3G (0e000f04)

- 9350/9370 Curve (0c000f04)

- 9360 Curve (0e001507)

- 9380 Curve (04002207)

- 9500 Storm (06001404)

- 9520 Storm2 (0d001404)

- 9530 Storm (04001404)

- 9550 Storm2 (0c001404)

- 9630 Tour (0d000d04)

- 9650 Bold (07001504)

- 9700 Bold (04001507)

- 9720 (06000f07)

- 9780 Bold (15001507)

- 9790 Bold (26001507)

- 9800 Torch (05001807)

- 9810 Torch (0c001804)

- 9850 Torch (16001404)

- 9860 Torch (1d001404)

- 9900 Bold (07001204)

- 9930 Bold Touch (05001204)

- P'9980/P'9981 Bold (0c001204)

- Q10 (8600270a)

- Z10 LTE STL100-2 (8700240a)

- Z10 STL100-1 (04002607)

Set contains:

- Chimera Tool BlackBerry OS 6, 7, 10, Samsung, Lumia Win7 activation for 12 months
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